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Editorial

This filter media (HSE-600) is impregnated with
an adhesive and hydrophobic binder to ensure
highest dust holding capacity and to avoid shed
particles penetrating into the nacelle. The big
advantage of this hydrophobic treatment is that
it prevents water and salt penetrating through
the medium.
Gerrit Wijbenga
Sales & Marketing Director

FILTRAIR ON THE
ROAD TO 2020

The year 2015 is coming to its end.
At the end of each year you evaluate
the business year and come to
conclusions about what has been done
very well and what can be improved
upon and made more successful the
following year.

The filter market is still a fast growing
market and creates plenty of interesting opportunities to grow the
business and, with its unique, high
quality products, Filtrair has proven to
be a genuine partner in these markets.
We are convinced that the development of such products is critical if
Filtrair wants to play a key role in the
filtration market, as illustrated by the
success of the Filtrair Drop Safe and
the recently introduced synthetic
FHT media.
Filtrair will move towards 2020
developing innovative products
with added value for the automotive,
industrial and power system applications.
I do hope you will enjoy reading our
second edition of Filtrair Talk 2015.
Your sincerely
Gerrit Wijbenga

AIR FILTRATION
AT HIGH LEVEL
Wind turbines are exposed to various
environments and extreme weather
conditions. The electronic and mechanical equipment that supports wind
turbines must be able to operate
efficiently and reliably under extreme
conditions.
Blowing sand, dust, rain, and salt fog are major
concerns for wind turbine equipment as these
contaminants can cause electronic failure and
production power loss. Applying filter media in
combination with sand louvres in the nacelle of
the wind turbine ensures that harmful contaminants are removed from the natural air intake to
ensure longer life and reliable operations.
At the request of GE Wind Energy, Filtrair has
developed a filter medium with filter classification M5 to be used in the nacelle of the wind
turbine at high altitude (60 to 80 meters from
the ground). This hydrophobic filter media
(HSE-600 M5)) ensures a uniform air distribution
and collection of dust particles > 1 micron.

GE Wind Energy will install 56 wind turbines in
Morocco starting in September 2015. Each
WT has a capacity of 1.8 MW and will be
installed at a height of 80 meters with average
wind speed of 9.1 m/s.
GE Wind Energy determined the technical
specifications that have to be complied with.
Each nacelle has a total air intake surface of
5.7 m2. Divided over 3 air inlet openings the
filter medium HSE-600 M5 will be specially
mounted between a ridged galvanized frame
that will be connected behind sand louvres.
Sand particle sizes at the nacelle are diverse
and estimated round 100 microns for short
duration (<1 week per year), 10 microns for
medium duration (< 1 month per year) and
1 micron continuously.
The planned maintenance interval is set to
greater than 1 year. The filters are not expected
to become clogged within the defined maintenance interval. The planned replacement interval
is 2-3 years, depending on the local air
conditions and dust concentrations.
Inside the nacelle maintenance can be carried
out very easily and under clean conditions
because the filter media can be rolled up from
the clean air side and there will be no loss of
dust due to the adhesive impregnation.

The synthetic fiber-based
filter medium was
developed and manufactured at Filtrair’s high-tech
media plant based in
The Netherlands. The filter
medium is constructed
from selected high
performance, non-breakable fibers in a progressive
density multilayering
technique, allowing high
depth loading to ensure
high dust holding
capacity with optimal
lowest pressure drop
performance.
schematics of wind turbine
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FILTRAIR’S STRONG FOCUS ON GROWTH IN ASEAN COUNTRIES
The ASEAN countries such as Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia offer big opportunities
for supplying air filter products to the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM)
automotive market, and to after sales markets like local car repair shops where there
is a huge demand for high quality air filtration diffusion media, high temperature filter
media and rigid pocket filters.
Car manufacturers including Ford, Mitsubishi,
Nissan, Toyota, Isuzu, Honda and General
Motors all have multiple assembly plants
and painting lines in the ASEAN countries.
These painting lines operate with special
requirements with regard to air filtration.
Small particles up to 10 micron need to be
captured inside the filter media and not
migrate through the final filtration stage due
to shedding. Paint line managers are strongly
focused on a high output of painted auto
parts and therefore paint defects must be
kept to an absolute minimum. OEMs like
Dürr and Takisha who supply most of the
paint booths in the ASEAN countries have
an established partnership with Japan Vilene,
which supplies most newly built automotive
plants. After the warranty period of two years,
opportunities will arise for companies active in
the delivery, maintenance and installation of
filtration products. Even the companies who
offer Total Filter Management (TFM) target
each individual Paint Shop line and Paint Shop
manager with the aim of securing contracts
and increasing revenue.
In September 2014 the first contact was
established between Filtrair and Denkimi
Vietnam Ltd, located in the Vietnamese capital
Hanoi. Denkimi was looking for a reliable
partner and manufacturer of high quality air
filtration products that would nominate
Denkimi as its official distributor for the

Denkimi with several containers of air filtration
media and rigid pocket filters. Following a
short visit to Vietnam, meeting various
customers such as Stanley, Piaggio and
Honda, targets are set to grow in the
Vietnamese automotive market.
With the support of Filtrair in the Netherlands
Denkimi is absolutely confident of fulfilling its
expected targets. Plans to open a second
office in Da Nang on Vietnam’s east coast
are already at an advanced stage.
In Bangkok Thailand Filtrair was already in
contact with Siam Filter Solutions which has
Mitsubishi, Toyota, Ford and Isuzu as its big
customers. Siam Filter Solutions is focused
on supplying its customers with high quality
diffusion and high temperature media and
pocket filters, featuring the unique selling
points of the Filtrair products such as low
pressure drop, high dust holding capacities
and longer life time. After a visit to Siam
Filter Solutions in Bangkok and to several
customers, a trial is to be set up for a first
delivery of ceiling filter media and high
temperature media by the end of 2015.

Denkimi office Hanoi Vietnam

automotive market in Vietnam. At that time
there was not much information known
apart from some e-mail correspondence.
On the other hand, this was a very big
opportunity for Filtrair to gain a foothold in
Vietnam – a very difficult market to enter
without a distributor or agent in the field.
After exchanging company presentations and
strategic overviews we believed there could
be a match. To date Filtrair has supplied

Filtrair’s established distributor in Jakarta
Indonesia is showing a substantial increase
in turnover in the last 2 years, through
supplying more diffusion media to the
automotive market. This growth has been
achieved through close collaboration and
many joint visits to their customers.
Filtrair believes that sales growth can only
be achieved through a robust relationship,
dedicated support and regular visits over
the years.

FILTRAIR FHT-100 AND FHT-200
Filtrair is introducing two new synthetic high
temperature media,
- FHT-100 – G3
- FHT-200 – G4
Filtrair FHT-100 high temperature medium is
a synthetic thermally bonded filter medium
and is designed to withstand constant
temperatures of 140°C.
Filtrair FHT-200 synthetic high temperature
medium is constructed from heat resistant
high performance fibers, sprayed with an

acrylic high temperature binder and
designed to be able to withstand
constant temperatures of 240°C.
The FHT-200 will slightly discolor to
brown at temperatures above 180°C.
The discoloration will not affect the
integrity and performance of the filter
medium. There is no particle fly-off or
fiber breakage from the medium.
Both media are designed to separate tar,
soot and rust particles from the hot air in high
temperature curing ovens to prevent fouling
of the product surfaces.

The media are available in standard roll sizes
and when cut in pad form they are easily
replaceable in permanent metal framing
systems.
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FILTRAIR APP
This year, Filtrair has introduced the Filtrair App
for your tablet. This sales tool, exclusive to our
distributors, shows you the latest Filtrair
product information for all its applications.
EN779:2012 test reports, technical data
sheets, material safety data sheet, leaflets and
movies. You will be the first to discover our
new products!
E-mail marketing@filtrair.com to get your
personal login code and instructions for
retrieving the Filtrair app.

POWERGEN
Europe’s largest annual conference
and exhibition connecting power
industry professionals.
Filtrair exhibited at Powergen in Amsterdam

June 2015. With 400 exhibitors and
10,000 attendees from all over the world,
we were able to showcase our hydrophobic product line to the gas turbine
industry.

In particular, the unique patented
coalescer DROP SAFE pocket filter
received many good reviews and
generated interesting opportunities
for Filtrair.
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